Task 10 Portfolio - Knowledge statement

Standards
Identify areas of knowledge deficiencies
Goal set in order to fill areas of deficiencies
Identify areas of knowledge strengths

For your portfolio you need to select the topic knowledge statements that you:

a) Fully understand – you can accurately describe all the statement using class vocabulary.
b) Somewhat understand – you can describe most of the statement but not fully or you cannot correctly use the vocabulary.
c) Do not understand – you have some idea about the some of the statement but would need to do more research to explain it to others.

For each unit knowledge statement you should produce a one - two page summary of the important elements of the unit knowledge statements making sure that use the unit vocabulary. This will be made available to other students in the class if it is of a good enough standard for them to use for review. For each unit knowledge statement you will also need to write a paragraph description to tell me why it matches the statement you chose. Each summary and paragraph will be graded holistically using the criteria below.

5 Excellent performance

It is clear from your paragraph you matched your knowledge statements to the correct statement. Your summary gives an excellent summary of all the goals you have filled any deficiencies in your understanding. You use all the vocabulary correctly, I would be happy to share this with the class.

4 Good performance

It is clear from your paragraph you matched your knowledge statements to the correct statement. Your summary gives an excellent summary of all but one or two of the goals you have filled deficiencies in your understanding. You used most of the vocabulary correctly, I would be happy to share this with the class.

3 Adequate performance

It is clear from your paragraph you matched your knowledge statements to the correct statement. Your summary gives a good summary of all but three or four goals you have filled most deficiencies in your understanding. You use all the vocabulary correctly, I would be happy to share this with the class with a little bit more work

2 Needs improvement

It is clear from your paragraph you matched your knowledge statements to the correct statement. Your summary gives a summary of some of the goals you have filled some deficiencies in your understanding. You use some of the vocabulary correctly, this needs work before I can share it with the rest of the class

1 Poor performance

It is clear that you have little understanding of the knowledge statements you have done very little to make up deficiencies or I see no reason why you matched this unit with the statement you chose.